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Introduction: The formation of the up-to-11 km
deep chasmata of Valles Marineris is thought to have
taken place during a two-stage process [1, 2] of early
ancestral basin formation, followed by the linking of
the basins into their current geometry during the opening of Valles Marineris [3, 1]. Interior layered deposits
(ILDs) occur throughout the chasmata of Valles Marineris [1], yet their origin remains uncertain. Most theories propose that ILDs fill ancestral basins, however
multiple infill mechanism have been proposed (see
references in [4]).
Detailed examination of the layering can help to
narrow the range of deposition mechanisms. A few
studies [e.g 4, 5] have provided estimates of layer
thicknesses. Here we measure layer thicknesses within
one large ILD within Ganges Chasma. The aim of the
study is to document stratigraphic relationships and
compare layer thicknesses with other ILDs.
Ganges Chasma ILD: Ganges Chasma, the easternmost chasma within Valles Marineris and only a
single narrow outflow channel, is a good candidate for
having been an ancestral basin. A single large
(~100 km x 50 km) ILD is located within the chasma
(Fig. 1A, B). While no clear basement is exposed, the
best estimate for the elevation floor of this part of the
chasma is ~-4000 m (Fig. 1C) while the top elevation
of the ILD is ~ 250 m. Within HiRISE images, measureable layering can be detected at elevations ranging
from -3350 m to –450 m, representing a stratigraphic
range of nearly 3 km.
Methodology: A CTX mosaic was constructed using HRSC data as the base where available and substituting MOLA and Themis VIS data where no HRSC
data were available. HiRISE images were rescaled to
1 m/pixel and registered to HRSC images and corresponding DTM (Digital Terrain Models) derived from
HRSC stereo images. Layer measurements were taken
along multiple transects. Transect length and midelevation of the transect were obtained in ORION, and
the number of layers was counted along each transect.
The local slope of the topographic surface was measured using ORION to correct for the topographic section effect. Wherever possible multiple measurements
were taken in the same location. Measurements of
layering attitude using ORION suggests that all layer-

ing is nealy horizontal, hence layers were assumed to
be horizontal.
Only layers that could be traced in the original
HiRISE image for at least 75 m were counted. This
qualification had to be added because in some locations what appeared to be an intermittently visible layer
boundary was located between two layer boundaries
that could clearly be traced continuously for more than
75 m. Hence our estimates most likely represent layer
thickness that err on the high side. Measurements were
made at locations identified by yellow dots in Fig.1B.
Results: A total of 43 transect layer measurements
were made in 6 HiRISE images. Representative images
of layering are presented in Figs. 1D, E, F, G. We were
able to measure layering of a relatively continuous
stratigraphic range of nearly 3 km (Fig. 1H). Layer
thicknesses range from 0.04 m to 3.46 m with an average thickness of 1.26 m.
Visual Observations. The overall geometry of the
ILD is dominated by several nearly horizontal benches
which can be traced for tens of kilometers (Fig 1B, C).
Examination of layers and layer measurements immeduiately above and below several benches suggest that
they do not correlate with significant changes in layer
morphology. Layering may be internally disrupted and
exhibit polygons, but significant fracturing is only seen
in a few locations.
Discussion: Layer thickness measurements indicate
that at least 3 km of stratigraphy of the ILD are composed of layering on average 1.26 m thick, with a maximum layer thickness of 3.46 m. The fact that what is
interpreted as intermittently visible layering appears to
occur between traceable layering suggests that some of
the layering in this ILD is at the limit of HIRISE resolution and is only visible under fortuitous lighting conditions.
These layer thickness measurements contrast with
similar measurements made on layers in Candor Mensa
[6]. There, most of the stratigraphy was composed of
layers 4 m to 10 m in thickness with only a thinner upper unit with layering <1 m to 6 m in thickness. More
work, including direct layer measurements using HiRISE DTMs and mineralogical observations will be
aimed at investigating this apparent difference between
these two large ILDs.
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Figure 1: A) Location of study area. B) CTX composite of ILD within Ganges. Yellow dots indicate layer measurement site; markers D to G indicate locations of subfigures D – G. C) DTM composite of ILD using HRSC and
Mola data. D-G) Examples of layers measured, including HiRISE image number and elevation. H) Layer thickness
measurements vs elevation.

